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Abstract.— The state of online public opinion as the most important index which can measure the social conditions and public 
opinion has caught more and more attention in managerial practices and academic research. Aiming at the online public opinion 
which has complex object and action, hard predicting interactions relationships and hard  measuring interactions degree, the 
authors present a new method which combine the dynamic Bayesian network modeling method to situation assessment of the 
online public opinion basing on the three characteristic of dynamic Bayesian network—the expression ability of complex 
relationship, the expression ability of uncertainties of the probabilities, and the inferential capability of causal relationship. 
Through the study of expert experience and the simulating of key indicator data, we build the situation assessment model of the 
online public opinion and forecast the situation assessment based on 60 cases. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The unexpected public crisis takes risk and difficulties to 
the crisis management, because of its characteristics such as 
explosion, particularity, environmental complexity, evolving 
uncertainty and group diffusion [1]. From the perspective of 
online public opinion, this research focuses on the 
mechanism between unexpected public crisis and online 
public opinion. It provides theoretic supports for the crisis 
management. 

Currently, China is in the stage of social transformation 
and economic transition. Various social contradictions 
increased, under the historical conditions of accelerating the 
reform and opening up and establishing a new system of 
socialist market economy [2]. In recent years, with the 
increasing number of China's Internet and mobile phone 
users, various social contradictions have transferred from the 
local discussion in the real world to the global discussion in 
the network virtual world. We called these events that appear 
on the network as the "new media event". From SARS to 
7.23 EMU accident, it has become a ubiquitous network and 
social phenomenon. 

Through the analysis of mechanism and the evolution 
path of unexpected public crisis and online public opinion, 
from the theoretical perspective, we put forward a dynamic 
mechanism of online public opinion evolution which mainly 
includes internal driving power and exogenous driving 
power. The power which impel the situation of online public 
opinion begin to evolution including the destructive power 
from the crisis itself, the impetus from the network by 
netizen and network media, and the regulation power from 
the government agencies; According to their essential 
characteristics, we divide these three elements into two parts, 
the internal driving power and exogenous driving power. At 
the beginning, we deconstruct 34 elements for internal 

driving power and exogenous driving power by 
communicating with 28 experts [3]. Through statistic 
analysis and summarizing, we choose 22 elements from 34 
to be the most important ones [4]. The main elements of 
internal driving power include the sensitivity and publicity of 
the crisis. In the experimental research for sensitivity factors, 
we studied 60 unexpected and influential public crises from 
2008 to 2012, and concluded that there were 12 most 
sensitive factors [5]; the mainly constituent elements of 
exogenous driving power rank into three first-class 
indicators, six second-class indicators, four third-class 
indicators and five forth-class indicators. This result provides 
the theoretical supports for the other conclusions in this 
research. 

II. ORGANIZATION OF THE TEXT 

Early warning system of network is mainly aimed at the 
network information security, such as the monitoring of 
network intrusion and attack behavior, and less attention to 
the early warning of the new media events. So the research 
on early warning system of the new media events is needed. 
Research the propagation characteristics of new media of 
"group polarization", "Spiral of Silence", "Butterfly Effect" 
and "boiling water effect"; found that new media events had 
two sides [6]. Therefore, when a New media event occurs, 
relevant departments can't simply laissez-faire development, 
nor can do a full denial. However, due to the network 
information is many and diverse, it's impossible to know 
each information and make reasonable judgment to each 
information that be understood. Therefore, early warning 
system will need to have information automatically collected 
and classification function. At this time, need according to 
former new media event to establish a clustering model, and 
the clustering algorithm is the core part of the clustering 
model. For the two main functions of early warning system, 
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this paper mainly focuses on the following respects. Netizen participation level is shown in Figure 1. 
 

 
Figure 1. Netizen participation level 

 
1. New media event information collection. on the basis 

of the web crawler technology, build the website backstage  
automatic upload function,  if the information meet the 
conditions, it is uploaded to the early warning system timely. 

This can fill the omission of manual collection or remove 
link of manual collection. Classifier of Bayesian network is 
shown in Figure 2. 

 

 
Figure 2 Classifier of Bayesian network 

 
2. The improvement of genetic algorithm. Based on 

analyzing the clustering algorithm usually used, the genetic 
algorithm and K-means are combined effectively. A 
clustering fitting new media event that called Genetic 
Algorithm with K-means is proposed. The slow convergence 
of genetic algorithm is improved, and the problem of easy to 
fall into local optimal solution of K-means is improved. The 
operations of optimal preservation strategies, single-point 
crossover and single-point mutation are used; it can ensure 
the convergence of Genetic Algorithm with K-means. (Table 
1) 

TABLE I.  P(TOPICS/NETIZEN) 

The attention of internet users Agreatm.... many less 
high 75.000 20.000 5.000 

middle 4.167 91.557 4.167 
low 9.019 9.091 81.818 

 
3. The realization of the function of warning. On the 

basis of the new media events which have already happened 
to create a cluster model, then determine the type of the new 
media events. Design a set of basic processing measures for 
each type of new media event. The system will classify the 
collected new media event by classifier of Bayesian network, 
and make a right processing, in order to achieve early 
warning to the new media event and prevent the occurrence 

of group incidents. Simulation analysis demonstrated the 
feasibility and the effectiveness of the algorithm. (Table 2) 

TABLE II. P(TOPIC/SENSITIVITY, PUBLICITY) 

Sensitivity Public high middle low 
High Very 80.000 10.000 8.333 
High Middle 33.333 33.333 33.333 
High Low 33.333 16.667 33.333 

Middle Very 33.333 33.333 10.000 
Middle Middle 75.000 60.000 25.000 
Middle Low 30.000 50.000 33.333 

Low Very 25.000 33.333 7.143 
Low Middle 7.143 85.714 57.143 
low Low 7.143 35.714 10.000 

III. MODEL AND ANALYSIS 

After studying the complicated relationship between 
unexpected public crisis and online public opinion, we built a 
dynamic model by system dynamics method describing the 
mechanism between unexpected public crisis and online 
public opinion from the macro perspective. This system 
dynamics model is constructed by three subsystems, 
including the government agencies, network media and 
netizen. There are 35 variables, 39 feedback loops and one 
kind of typical systems archetype in the SD model. The data 
come from 36 unexpected public crises and 85 
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questionnaires (reliability coefficient a>0.7, P<0.05).In order 
to validate the reliability of the SD model, we compare the 
true value and the predictive value of two variables, which 
are the number of BBS boots and network news. The MAPE 
value is between 10% and 20%, proving the reliability of SD 
model in the previous literature, there was no similar 
research. This study is definitely positive and innovative. We 

analyze four moderator variables from 12 variables, and get 
16 conclusions. These four variables are the sensitivity of the 
crisis, the publicity of the crisis, the credibility of the 
government, and the query degree of for the crisis. This 
research concludes seven suggestions for dealing with 
unexpected public crisis and directing the online public 
opinion. Bayesian network structure is shown in Figure 3.

 

 
Figure 3. Bayesian network structure 

 
After considering the features of Bayesian network, such 

as the expressing ability for variables' complex relationship, 
the calculating ability for the uncertainty probability and the 
reasoning ability for cause-effect relationship, we built the 
early-warning model to predict the hot degree of online 
public opinion on the basis of Bayesian network from the 
medium perspective. There are three steps. Firstly, we 
construct the structure of the Bayesian network. As we all 
know, the internal driving power and exogenous driving 
power push crisis into a hot online topic. As a result, we 
divide Bayesian network into three layers. They are results 
layer (the results of early-warning), the structural layer (the 
main structure of Bayesian network) and the data layer (the 
simulation data for the medal). And every data in Bayesian 
network is ranked into low, middle or high level. Secondly, 
we determine the conditional probability of the Bayesian 
network. The data for conditional probability study come 
from 83 unexpected public crises. Converging experts' 
experience and variables' features, we confirm the standard 
to discredit the continuous data. After comparing many kinds 
of algorithms, finally we use EM algorithms for conditional 
probability study. We use the testing set to verify the effect 
of the model and we ultimately prove the reliability of our 
model. In the simulation, we supposed that we gain the new 
evidences (the sensitivity of the crisis, the reliability of the 
crisis and the unelectable of the crisis), and the simulation 
result show that the probable situation of the online public 
opinion is low (24%), middle (30.8%) and high (45.2%). So 
the conclusion is that the situation of the online public 
opinion will be hot. As stated previously, we put forward a 
new method for online public opinion early-warning study. 
This method will make the early-warning process more 
intelligent, automatic and efficient. 

Step 1: 

                     (1) 

                                     (2) 

                  (3) 
Step 2: 

                        (4) 
Step 3: 

              (5) 
 
From the micro perspective, we built the coupling model 

for unexpected public crisis and online public opinion based 
on complex systems theory. There are three steps. Firstly, we 
contribute an index system to quantize the degree of the 
internal driving power and exogenous driving power. And 
we use BP neural network algorithm for calculating the 
weight of the indexes. Secondly, we establish the coupling 
model. Based on the index system, we established the 
coupling model to quantize the coupling degree between 
internal driving module and exogenous driving module. We 
select 16 unexpected public crises to calculate their coupling 
degrees. Finally, we found that there is strong or weak 
coupling relationship among 16 crisis's modules: 6 crises 
have the highly coupled relationship, and one crisis has the 
extreme coupling relationship. Thirdly, we make the 
empirical research. In the empirical research, we choose two 
quantitative indicators including the number of network 
news and the number of network news reply, which can 
reflect the social influence of the unexpected public crisis. 
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And then, we use SPSS to analyze the correlativity between 
the coupling degree of the modules from the 16 crises and 
the two quantitative indicators. Ultimately, we found there is 
a significantly positive correlation among them. This result 
proves that the greater the coupling degree is, the higher the 
social influence of the unexpected public crisis is. Based on 

these, in order to reduce the negative social influence to the 
lowest level, we give four applicative suggestions to cut off 
the coupling, They are establishing the sensitive factors 
thesaurus, building the early warning system, regulating 
effectively by government and the setting up high-efficiency 
online public opinion monitoring platform. (Table 3)

 

TABLE III. RESULTS 

No.    
15 Hot(21.2);middlehot(44.3);nothot(34.5) Middlehot middlehot 
28 Hot(13.7);middlehot(29.6);nothot(57.7) hothot nothot 
25 Hot(23.2);middlehot(39.6);nothot(37.2) middlehot middlehot 
56 Hot(35.6);middlehot(36.2);nothot(28.2) middlehot middlehot 

 

IV. SUMMARY 

Internet public opinion has become an information 
technology research focus at present one of the network, 
especially the use of information technology networks to 
carry out excavation and analysis of public opinion has 
become the top priority of the network event study public 
opinion. At present, scholars of public opinion on the 
network and early warning is still in the initial exploration 
stage. Though the part of public opinion has been established 
to monitor platform already has a public opinion information 
retrieval, classification, clustering, filtering, summary and 
other basic information mining function, but overlooks the 
public opinion analysis of the core content, information 
contains ideas and attitudes analysis. In view of this, the 
writer's emotional characteristics of public opinion as a 
starting point, will focus on the emotional topic of research 
tracking technology, will target the web2.0 network 
environment to achieve set collection, processing, analysis, 
monitoring in-one platform for the development of public 
opinion on. 

About content and structure, the paper described the 
theory of monitoring public opinion, current situation and 
market existing products; and then in this basis, the analysis 
of public opinion analysis of network needs and 
development trends, the inadequacy of existing commercial 
products, and then to the topic of emotional events prototype 
monitoring system to track the public opinion; then I realized 

public opinion on a prototype monitoring system was 
decomposed, clear its technical points, and made a 
theoretical detail; Finally, the article specifies the track is 
characterized by feelings Public Opinion Monitoring System 
network planning and technology design process. 
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